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Buttonholes
Prepared by
Mary Helen Marshall
Extension Specialist, Clothing and Textiles

Buttonholes can be a decorative as well as a
functional part of the design of a garment. Wellmade, they add to the professional appearance of
the garment. However, if poorly made they reduce
the value and spoil the appearance of the finished
product.
Buttonholes may be made by using strips of
fabric or they may be finished with thread that has
been applied either by hand or machine. Choice of
type to use depends largely on the type of garment, fabric, and skill of the individual. Some general guidelines in determining the type of buttonhole to use are:
a. Tailored or fabric buttonholes are used
for women's and girl's tailored and better
garments.
b. Tailor's or hand worked buttonholes are
used for men's and boy's tailored jackets
and coats.
c. Machine or hand worked buttonholes
may be used for children's garments,
sportswear, sheer or lightweight fabrics.
It is not difficult to make buttonholes once the
fundamental principles are understood and followed. These principles involve proper placement;
correct size; accurate marking, stitching, and cutting.

c. Buttonholes are usually located at points
of strain. Places of strain are the bustline, approximately at the waistline of a
princess style garment, and slightly
above. the waistline of a fitted, tailored
jacket.
d. Buttonholes are usually spaced an equal
distance apart. The style of garment and
size of button govern this spacing.
e. If pattern has been altered, buttonhole
placement may need to be respaced.

Correct Size of Buttonhole
To determine the length of the buttonhole,
measure the diameter plus the thickness of the
button. Unusual shapes, however, may not need
the full thickness added to the diameter.
Always make a sample buttonhole to test for
correct size before beginning to make them on a
garment. This provides an opportunity to get the
feel of working with the fabric, to determine any
difficulties, and to check proportions of length to
width.

Accurate Marking
Horizontal Buttonhole
1. Use lines of basting, either hand or machine, to mark placement on any part of the
garment. (Fig. 1)

Proper Placement on Garment
Buttonholes are placed on the right front of
women's and girl's garments and the left front of
men's and boy's. On garments that button down
the back, they may be placed on either side.
Buttonholes may be placed in horizontal, vertical or diagonal positions, depending on the design
of the garment. Buttonholes in a crosswise or horizontal direction hold fitted garments better than
lengthwise or vertical ones. However, some garment designs call for lengthwise buttonholes.
Diagonal buttonholes may be functional, but their
primary purpose is as a decorative feature of the
garment's design.
Important points to consider in placing buttonholes are:
a. They should be placed so they are becoming to the individual. Pattern placement markings may not always be in
good proportion to size of button being
used and to the individual's figure proportion.
b. For placement of a neckline buttonhole,
measure the radius of the button and add
1/4 11 to 1/2 11 • Mark this distance from the
finished edge of neckline.
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2. The center front or center back should be
marked with a line of contrasting basting
thread.
3. Use thread of another color to mark placement and size of buttonholes. These basti ngs must show on both sides of the garment.
4. Make 2 lines of basting parallel to the center
line, the width equal to the buttonhole
length. Start with the outside line of basting,
placing it about Va" outside center toward
edge of garment. Make the second basting
line parallel to the first one and the necessary distance from it.
5. Mark location of each buttonhole with accurately spaced lines of basting, perpendicular to center line.
Vertical Buttonhole
Vertical buttonholes are usually placed down
the center of a garment. Location is exactly on the
center line. They are usually an equal distance
apart.

to overcast the machine stitching if the material is loosely woven, or to add bulk to a
light weight fabric. Use a single thread in a
color that matches the fabric. If the buttonhole is lengthwise (Fig. 2), make a bar at
both ends. If the buttonhole is crosswise
(Fig. 3), round the end near the garment edge
in a fan shape, and make a bar at the opposite end.
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Figure 2

Figure 3

3. Starting at bar end, work buttonhole stitch
on cut edge (Figs. 4 & 5). The fan end is
made at the end where the button wi II rest.
To make, fan out buttonhole stitches, making the middle stitch even with the center
of the buttonhole. Make the bar by taking 2
or 3 stitches over the end. Work buttonhole
stitch over them.

Accurate Grain Line
Be sure the markings are on the correct grain.
Vertical buttonholes, used on narrow, lengthwise
panels such as those found on shirts and blouses,
should follow a lengthwise yarn. Horizontal buttonholes follow a crosswise yarn. Diagonal buttonholes are on the bias, the slant depends on the
decorative feature of the garment's design.

Accurate Stitching and Cutting
Machine stitches should be very short to allow
the stitches to catch all the fiber ends of the yarns
securely. This prevents them from fraying out, particularly in corners. Stitching lines must be
straight, of equal depth on either side of buttonhole center, and not extend beyond either end of
marking for length. Check all stitching for accuracy before cutting the buttonhole. Inaccuracies in
stitching or placement can usually be corrected if
buttonhole has not been cut. Once cut, corrections
cannot be made.
Use very sharp, fine pointed scissors for slashing. Slashing must be exact and to the point.
Rounded instead of square corners are a result of
poor stiching, poor cutting or both.

Figure 4

Figure 5

Hand- and Machine-worked
Buttonholes

Hand-worked Buttonholes for Tailored Garments
This type buttonhole is. known as a tailor's buttonhole or hand-worked keyhole. It is used primarily on men's and boy's tailored garments and
sometimes on women's garments such as blazers
and rainwear. (Fig. 6)

Hand-worked Buttonholes
Hand-worked buttonholes are used when fine
work is desired, on hand detailed garments, sheer
fabrics, or baby clothes. They are often used on
strictly tailored garments.
1. Mark buttonhole placement.
2. Machine stitch around buttonhole close to
buttonhole marking. Slash between machine
stitching. Or, slash on buttonhole marking
and overcast the cut edges. You may wish

Figure 6
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1. Mark position of buttonhole.
2. Machine stitch- around buttonhole close to
marking, rounding the end nearest the garment edge and slash, or slash and overcast
the cut edges.
3. Make a hole with an awl in the rounded end.
In heavy fabrics, buttonhole twist may be
used to work buttonholes instead of regular
sewing thread.
4. To get professional results, work buttonhole
stitch over one or two strands of buttonhole
twist placed along cut edge of buttonhole.
(Fig. 7) The twist may be held in place with
a straight pin.

Use bias strip if:
a. Fabric is lightweight. It is best if the strip
is bias and the buttonhole corded.
b. Fabric is plaid, striped, or checked. This
eliminates matching design.
c. Fabric has heavy lengthwise or crosswise yarns.
Use lengthwise strip if:
q
a. Fabric is napped. Nap in the strip should
run in same direction as that in the garment.
b. Fabric is heavy.
c. Fabric is of plain color or simple design.
d. Fabric is of a plain close construction.

Basic Methods
Following are directions for some of the basic
methods used in making tailored buttonholes. (In
all illustrations, shaded area is wrong side of fabric.)
Tucked Method
The tucked method gives more opportunities
for checking your work for accuracy as you go
along. Good results usually can. be obtained by .an
inexperienced person. It is good to use on fabrics
which fray easily.
1. Make strip and cut. Prepare a 11/2 11 wide
strip of fabric. The length of the strip is determined by the size and number of buttonholes, plus 1" for each buttonhole. (For example, 5 one-inch buttonholes would require a 11/2" wide strip 10" long.)
2. Make a lengthwise fold down the middle of
strip. This marks center of strip.
3. Put two 1/a" parallel tucks lengthwise on the
strip, 1/4" apart (Fig. 8). This is done by h~ld
ing the wrong side next to you and turning
down 1/2" toward you. Baste 1/a" tuck from the
fold, measuring accurately if you cannot follow a thread or line. Turn the strip around,
pull the first edge out of the way, and repeat
the same on the other edge. Test for accuracy by folding the tucks toward each other
(Fig. 8). Do they touch at center? If so, sti~ch
carefully with long stitches along ~as~ing
line. Test again. If accurate, cut stnp into
buttonhole lengths, plus 1 ". (For example, if
buttonhole is 1" long, cut strip 2" long.)

Figure 7
Machine-worked Buttonholes
Most sewing machines today can produce buttonholes with a flick of a lever or by putting on an
attachment. Machine-worked buttonholes are durable. They are good for house dresses, pajamas,
blouses, shirts, skirts, some sportswear, children's
garments and inexpensive articles. (Well tailored
garments or heavy fabrics have fabric or hand
worked buttonholes.) Machine-worked buttonholes are quick and easy to make once the operation of the sewing machine has been mastered.
1. Mark buttonhole placement. (Marking with
pencil or tailor's carbon eliminates difficulty of removing the thread.)
.
2. Follow directions given for operating machine or attachment to make buttonhole.
(Be sure stitch and tension are balanced.)
3. Make a practice buttonhole first. Different
fabrics require a different tension, stitch
width, and length.

Tailored Buttonholes
Tailored or fabric buttonholes can be made by
a variety of methods. Consider fabric, effect desired, experience, and skill in determining which
method to use.
The edges of this type of buttonhole are finished with narrow strips of fabric and resemble a
binding or welt. They may be finished with self
fabric or with fabric or material that is contrasting
in color and/ or texture. Self fabric is most often
used. These narrow edges are referred to as the
buttonhole lips.
Strips for buttonhole lips may be cut either. on
the bias or lengthwise grain of fabric, depending
on the type of fabric.

Figure 8
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4. Place along marked area. With tucks spread
open and raw edges up, place center of
strip on location line tor buttonhole and
baste (Fig.9). Stitch with short stitches on
the tuck stitching lines from one parallel
line to the other. Use narrow side of presser
foot, zipper, or cording foot. Stitch top tucks
of all buttonholes, turn the garment around,
and stitch remaining tucks.

7. With right side of garment up, fold garment
back along front guide line, holdir.g lips in
position. Closely stitch tha triangle to the
tuck portion (Fig. 12). Several rows of stitching help give durability. Press. Note: If desired, buttonhole may be corded. Cord or
yarn can be pulled through lips with a bodkin either before or after buttonhole is
slashed.

Figure 12
Variations of Tucked Method.
1. Cut strip 1" wide and 1 longer than buttonhole. Fold cut edges to meet in center.
Press. Stitch 1/s tuck from folded edge.
Place center of strip over center of buttonhole marking. Using short stitches, stitch to
garment over original stitching between
buttonhole length markings. Check stitching, tie thread, slash, pull to inside of garment. Stitch triangle to str; p as before.
2. Cut strip 11/2" wide and 1 11 longer than buttonhole. Mark center of strip in lengthwise
direction. With right sides together, place
center marking of strip over buttonhole
length marking. Machine baste 1/4" on either
side of center marking. Fold cut edge of
piece toward center of buttonhole along
machine basting. Machine stitch 1/s from
folded edge between buttonhole and markings. Remove basting. Proceed as before.

Figure 9
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5. On back side of garment check lines of
stitching for accuracy. This is easier to see
on the interfacing side. If all stitching is
right, tie thread securely in a square knot.
From the wrong side and in the center,
slash 1/3 the length of the buttonhole; clip
diagonally to the corners. (Fig. 10)

/1

Two-Strip Method
This method is good for heavy, firmly woven
fabrics.
1. For each buttonhole, cut 2 strips of fabric
11/2 wide, and 1 longer than length of buttonhole.
2. Fold each piece in half lengthwise with right
side out, and press.
3. Machine stitch the entire length of the strip
slightly more than 1/s from the fold.
4. Cut strip into sections. Each section should
be the length of the buttonhole, plus 111 •
5. Place one folded edge 1/4 above and one
1/4" below the location line for the buttonhole, raw edges toward the center (Fig. 13).

Figure 10
6. Gently pull tucked portion to the inside and
pull into shape (Fig. 11 ). Working from right
side, fold garment back over buttonhole and
finger press buttonhole area.
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Figure 13

6. Machine stitch tuck to garment, stitching
slightly closer to folded edge than to first
row of stitching. Stitch exactly the length of
buttonhole; tie ends of threads (Fig. 14). For
corded effect, pull cord or yarn through
tucks. If desired, this may be done after
buttonhole has been slashed and strips are
pulled to the wrong side.

Variation of Two Strip Method.
1. After cutting the strip into sections, cut one
of the free edges exactly 1/4" from the folded
edge. Position the strip on the garment by
placing the short cut edge exactly on the
center marking for the buttonhole. Stitch
strip to garment between markings. Proceed as before.
Window Pane Method
1. Cut a piece of lightweight lining or underlining fabric at least 1" longer than length of
buttonhole and at least 1 1/i" wide. Mark
center of piece with machine basting or by
folding and slightly creasing.
2. Place center of piece on right side of garment over buttonhole marking.
3. Beginning in the middle of one long side,
machine stitch rectangular piece to garment
Va" from either side of center marking and
across ends (Fig. 18). Use a very short machine stitch. This makes a rectangle exactly
the length of the buttonhole and % " wide.

Figure 14
7. From the wrong side and in the center, slash
1h the length of the buttonhole; clip diagonally to the corners (Fig. 15).

Figure 15
-- -

8. Pull raw edges of strips to wrong side (Fig.
16). Working from right side, pull buttonhole
into shape and finger press the buttonhole
area.
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4. Slash rectangle, clipping carefully into corners. Turn lining completely to inside and
press (Fig. 19). This makes an open rectangle or window on the garment (Fig. 20).
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Figure 16
9. Fold garment back over buttonhole. Stitch
triangle to buttonhole strips. Baste lips of
buttonhole together (Fig. 17).

Figure 19
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Figure 20

Figure 17
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5. Cut two pieces of fabric at least 1" longer
than length of buttonhole and about 2" wide.
Machine baste the pieces together, through
the center (Fig. 21 ). This stitching must be
straight.

9. Fold garment back along long side of buttonhole and stitch sides to panes, exactly
on first line of stitching (Fig . 25).
Note: Steps 8 and 9 may be done using small
hand stitches instead of machine stitchi~g.

Figure 21
6: Open the long sides and press piece open
as a seam would be pressed (Fig. 22). This
makes each piece of fabric have a fold
in the center where it is machine basted.
This makes the panes or lips for the buttonhole.

Figure 25

Other Methods
Other methods of making tailored buttonholes
are the use of special sewing machine attachments and buttonhole makers found in notions departments of stores. These are easy to use provided instructions for the specific attachment are
followed.

Figure 22
7. Position the panes under the window opening of the garment. Match the center, where
the panes are basted together, to the center
basting of buttonhole on garment (Fig. 23).

Finishing the Facing Side
After tailored buttonholes are finished in the
garment section , facings are attached, and turned
back over the buttonhole area. Fabric bulk can be
reduced in the buttonhole area by trimming and
grading the strips on the back side of the garment.
It is a good idea to hand baste facing to garment
around each buttonhole before slashing the facing. Buttonhole locations are then marked on the
facing side. This must be marked accurately as the
opening in the facing must be exactly over the
opening in the garment. There are several ways in
which the facing opening can be finished.
Method 1. Mark exact length of buttonhole
and slash on this line (Fig. 26). Turn long sides to
inside, fasten securely with small hand stitches.
This gives an oval finish (Fig. 27).
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Figure 23
8. Lift garment at ends of buttonhole, fold on
machine basting line and pin pane in place
to lining piece. Machine stitch, back and
forth on triangle exactly on stitching line
(Fig. 24). Stitch both buttonhole ends.
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Method 4. This method is good to use if fabric
ts stable, such as firm double knit and leatherlike
~aterials. From right side of garment, stitch in the
ditch a.round . buttonhole, through both garment
and fa~in~ (.Fig. 30). On facing cut away rectangle
of fabric inside the stitching (Fig. 31 ). This leaves a
raw edge of the facing fabric next to the stitching
line.
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FINISHED

Rate Your Buttonholes?
Are they:
1. Lined up in an even row?
2. In the correct grainline position?
3. Well spaced and in a pleasing proportion?
4. Placed so that buttons do not extend over the
edge of the garment when buttoned?
5. All the same length and width?
6. Long and narrow looking?
7. Square at the corners?
8. Accurately slashed and finished on the facing
side?
A "yes" answer to the above questions
indicates a wel I-made buttonhole.

Figure 27
Method 2. Mark exact length of buttonhole as
in Method 1 (Fig. 26). Slash 1h of this distance and
slash diagonally into the corners (Fig. 28). Turn
under all edges. Fasten securely with small hand
stitches. This gives a rectangular shaped opening
in the facing (Fig. 29). Accurately done the back
side will duplicate the outside in appearance.
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(RIGHT SIDE)
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Figure 30

SLASH, CLIP TO CORNERS
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CUT FACING AWAY
INSIDE RECTANGLE
(FACING SIDE)
Figure 31

FINISHED
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Figure 29
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Method 3. This method is good to use if fabric is loo:::ely woven. Use a piece of lining or underlining fabric. Apply to right side of facing over
buttonhole location following steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 of
window pane method. The rectangular opening is
then positioned over buttonhole and hand stitched
in place.
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